Brain Shape Homologous Modeling Using Sulcal-Distribution Index in MR Images
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Abstract—The brain shape is deformed regionally by kinds of cerebral diseases and the degree of progress. Therefore, quantitative evaluation of the deformation using MR images is effective for diagnosis of cerebral diseases. To evaluate the cerebral deformation, almost conventional methods are based on normalization of the brain shape which deforms the evaluating brain into the standardized brain. Because the normalization process does not take into account anatomical features such as the cerebral sulci and gyri, in some cases the normalization process produces that one sulcus of the evaluating brain miss-corresponds to the other sulcus of the standardized brain. This paper proposes a homologous brain shape modeling method for quantitative evaluation of the brain shape in MR images. We define a new image feature called sulcal-distribution index (SDI) to represent the 3-D distribution of sulci, and the proposed method deforms a template brain model so that SDI of the deformed brain model calculated from the evaluating brain MR images is similar to SDI of the template brain model. By using SDI, the proposed method can take into account anatomical features of the cerebral sulci. The experimental results showed that the proposed method homologically modeled the brain shape with a mean displacement of 1.3 mm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To diagnose cerebral diseases, magnetic resonance (MR) images have been widely used [1][2][3]. However, image interpretation of MR images requires a large amount of labor and consumes a time of radiologists. In addition, there is inter- and intra reader variation of image interpretation performance. Therefore, a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system is eagerly desired to support a quantitative evaluation.

To evaluate the cerebral deformation caused by cerebral diseases, there are two kinds of CAD systems; voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [4][5] and deformation-based morphometry (DBM) [6][7]. VBM is a method which detects voxel group whose gray matter density is significantly different from the density distribution of the gray matter of normal subjects. DBM is a method which evaluates voxels' movement as amount of shape deformation. In addition, these conventional methods are based on a normalization process which uses the standardized brain previously prepared [8]. However, it is difficult to normalize subjects whose brain shape is differ from the standardized brain shape greatly. In addition, the conventional normalization technique does not consider anatomical features such as the cerebral sulci and gyri.

Homologous modeling has been attracting considerable attentions because it can evaluate the shape using statistical approach [9][10]. Homologous modeling is a method which assigns the same number of points to the same characteristic position of the evaluating object. The homologous modeling has been performed with free form deformation (FFD) [9][11]. FFD is a method which puts control points around the evaluating object, and deforms internal shape smoothly by moving the control points. The homologous modeling has been applied to generate the average shape model of foot or body and to evaluate the shape feature of individuals [9][10][12]. However, homologous modeling is rarely applied to the brain shape. Only Ref. [13] applied FFD to the brain shape, although, it does not consider anatomical features of the cerebral sulci and gyri because the method uses the 3-D space curvature of the cerebral surface.

This paper proposes a novel method for brain shape homologous modeling in MR images. We introduce a new index called sulcal-distribution index (SDI), which represents the 3-D distribution of sulci on the cerebral surface. And, the proposed method deforms a template brain model so that the SDI of the deformed brain model calculated from the evaluating brain MR images is similar to SDI of the template brain model.

II. SUBJECTS AND MATERIALS

This study recruited four healthy adult subjects (22.0 ± 0.5 years, two males and two females). For each subject, MR images were taken using T1-weighted axial protocol using a 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner (Trio, Siemens, Germany). The image acquisition parameters were a repetition time (TR) of 2000 msec, an echo time (TE) of 4.38 msec, a voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm³ and a spatial resolution of 192 × 256 × 208 mm³. A raw T1-weighted MR image of Subject 1 is shown in Fig. 1(a). At preprocessing, the cerebral region was segmented by using brain extract tool (BET) [14]. The segmented cerebral region is shown in Fig. 1(b). And, MR signals of the cerebral region were normalized into 256 gray levels where 0 means the minimum MR signals of the cerebrum, while 255 means the maximum signal. Also, the cerebral region is transformed into Talairach coordinate system [15] where the anterior commissure (AC) is the origin, a line connecting AC and posterior commissure (PC) is the y-axis (AC-PC line), and the longitudinal fissure is yz-palne as shown in Fig. 2.
### III. PROPOSED METHOD

#### A. Overview

The proposed method homogenously models the evaluating brain by deforming a template brain model. The template brain model consists of points and its characteristics value. The characteristics value used in the proposed method is SDI which is extracted from MR images of the template brain. By deforming the brain model so that SDI of the deformed brain model calculated from the evaluating brain MR images is similar to SDI of the template brain model. Because SDI represents the 3-D distribution of sulci on the cerebral surface, the proposed method can achieve a homologous modeling with respect to the anatomical features of the cerebral gyri. The followings describe definition of SDI, construction method of the template model, and deforming method with considering SDI.

#### B. Definition of Sulcal-Distribution Index

SDI is a new index which represents the degree of existence of sulci at a point of interest on the cerebral surface. SDI at the voxel of interest (VOI) with a coordinate value of $(x, y, z)$ is defined by:

$$
SDI(x,y,z) = \frac{\sum_{\text{points } p \in \text{VOI}} I(p)}{d},
$$

where $\text{V}$ is a set of voxels on a half line drawn from the VOI to AC and the distance from VOI is shorter than or equal to $d$ (Fig. 3), $p = (x_p, y_p, z_p)\ T$ is a voxel belonging to voxel set $\text{V}$, and $I(x_p, y_p, z_p)$ is MR signal of a voxel with a coordinate value of $(x_p, y_p, z_p)$. $d$ is defined as an analysis parameter and is given manually. SDI is defined as the average MR signal of voxel set $\text{V}$. SDI takes the higher value when voxel set $\text{V}$ is filled by the larger number of cerebral voxels, while SDI takes the lower value when voxel set $\text{V}$ is filled by the larger number of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Because the gyri are concave regions on the cerebral surface and the gyri are fulfilled by CSF, SDI takes the lower value when VOI is on the gyri. And, because the sulci are convex regions on the cerebral surface and the sulci are composed of cerebral voxels, SDI takes the higher value when VOI is on the sulci. Thus, SDI represents the degree of existence of sulci on the cerebral surface. Fig. 4 shows an example of SDIs of a saggital section located around the superior position of the cerebrum. As shown in this figure, the appropriate SDIs are given corresponding to the distribution of sulci.

#### C. Construction of Template Brain Model

The template brain model is composed of numerous points that form the cerebral surface, and each point has characteristic value, SDI. The template brain model is generated by using MR images of a subject. By applying marching cubes method \[16\] to the segmented cerebral region from the MR images, the cerebral surface is formed by a triangle polygon. Thus, the template brain model is described as a set of vertices of the triangle polygons:

$$
TBM = \{ (i) = (x(i), y(i), z(i)) \ | 1 \leq i \leq N_{TBM} \}, \quad (2)
$$

where $N_{TBM}$ is the number of vertices, and for each vertex, SDI is calculated from the template brain MR images and is denoted by $\text{SDI}_{TBM}(i)$ as the characteristic value of the vertex.

#### D. Homologous Brain Shape Modeling

For the evaluating brain, homologous brain shape modeling is to assign vertices to points whose SDIs in the evaluating brain are same as those in the template brain. The assignment is done by deforming the template brain model described by an elastic model shown in Fig. 5 \[17\][18]. In this figure, nodes are set to vertices, and springs connect the nodes. The natural length of spring is set to the distance.
between the connecting vertices. The evaluating brain model (EBM) is described by:

\[
EBM = \left\{ e(i) = (x_i, y_i, z_i) \right\}_{1 \leq i \leq N_{\text{EBM}}}.
\]  

(3)

The proposed homologous brain shape modeling method consists of the following steps.

[Step 1] Initialize EBM using TBM. For each vertex \( i \), \( e(i) = t(i) \).

[Step 2] For each vertex \( i \), among the neighboring voxels of vertex \( i \), find an update candidate position \( e'(i) \) whose \( SDI_{\text{EBM}}(e'(i)) \) is the most similar to \( SDI_{\text{TBM}}(t(i)) \) (Fig. 6). \( SDI_{\text{EBM}}(e'(i)) \) is calculated from the evaluating brain MR images at \( e'(i) \).

[Step 3] For each vertex \( i \), calculate moving vector according the fundamental law of dynamics, which is defined by;

\[
F(i) = ma(i),
\]  

(4)

where \( F(i) \) is the force vector, and \( m \) is the mass of vertex \( i \). \( a(i) \) is the acceleration vector, which is defined by;

\[
a(i) = kr \left[ SDI_{\text{EBM}}(e'(i)) - SDI_{\text{TBM}}(t(i)) \right],
\]  

(5)

where \( k \) is the spring constant, and \( r \) is a unit vector from \( e'(i) \) to \( e(i) \). The moving vector is calculated by the Euler method.

[Step 4] Move the all vertices by the moving vectors. When the total magnitude of moving vectors is less than a terminate condition parameter, \( D_{\text{min}} \) terminate this procedure, otherwise go to Step 2.

The above procedure produces the list of coordinate values of vertices for the evaluating brain. Although the position of \( i \)-th vertex in the evaluating brain model is differ from that in the template brain model, SDI of the vertex is similar to each other. Thus, by deforming the template brain
model with evaluating SDI computed from the evaluating brain MR images, we can perform homologous modeling of the evaluating brain shape.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method was applied to four subjects (Subject A, B, C and D). Analysis parameters used were $d=10$ voxels, $m=1.0$ kg, and $k=1.0$ N/m for all subjects. In this paper, subject A was employed to construct the template brain model and the proposed method was applied to subjects B, C and D. Figure 7 shows the experimental results for Subject B. Figure 7(c) is generated by deforming the template brain MR images according to the displacement vectors of each vertex obtained by the homologous brain shape modeling. In these figures, to evaluate the brain shape change of the cerebral sulci, we draw lines on the longitudinal fissure, superior frontal sulcus, precentral sulcus, and central sulcus. Comparison of the evaluating brain with the deformed template brain showed that the proposed method assigned vertices to the appropriate positions. Figure 8 shows three directions of the homologous modeling result.

To evaluate the shape change with the proposed method, we combined the evaluating brain with the template brain (i.e., after homologous deformation) as grid-like tile (Fig. 9). Figure 10 shows the experimental result for Subject B. Before homologous modeling, the brain shape and the cerebral sulci were discontinuous. By applying the proposed method, the brain shape of the deformed template brain was almost same as the evaluating brain, and the cerebral sulci continuously run over the boundaries of tiles. As shown in these figures, the proposed method appropriately finds the displacement so that the anatomical features correspond.

To evaluate the numerical accuracy of homologous modeling, the proposed method was applied to the deformed template brain. Thus, when the homologous modeling works perfectly, the obtained vertices from the deformed template brain return to the original positions of the template brain model. Figure 11(a) shows the homologous modeling result for the deformed template brain (Fig. 7(c)), which was obtained from subject B, and Fig. 10(b) shows the tiled image of the template brain and the homologous modeling result. As shown in these figures, by applying the proposed method to the deformed template brain, almost of the vertices returned to the original positions. Table I tabulates the maximum / minimum / average ± standard deviation of distance between vertices' positions of the template brain model and those of the homologous modeling result for subject B, C and D. The mean displacement of homologous modeling for three subjects was $1.3 \pm 0.7$ mm.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we investigated the similarity of the brain shape among four subjects by using the homologous modeling results. The similarity was quantified by using multidimensional scaling in which data were randomly chosen 100 vertices of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subject B</th>
<th>Subject C</th>
<th>Subject D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ± Standard deviation</td>
<td>$1.3 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$1.3 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$1.4 \pm 0.7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
homologous model and similarity between data was the distance between the corresponding vertices. The multidimensional scaling shows a relationship among objects in two dimensions. As shown in this example, the brain shape as the homologous model, we can apply various statistical analysis methods to investigate the brain shape.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a novel homologous modeling method of the brain shape in MR images. The proposed method is based on deformation of the template brain model with respect to SDI. SDI describes the 3-D distribution of the sulci on the cerebral surface. Thus, the proposed method can correspond the sulci and gyri among the evaluating brains. The experimental results for four subjects showed that the proposed method achieved homologous modeling with a mean error of 1.3 mm. We also showed the multidimensional scaling result of the brain shape as an example of clinical research using the proposed homologous modeling method. The homologous modeling of the brain shape enables us to apply these statistical analysis methods to evaluate the brain shape quantitatively. In the future, we will improve the accuracy of the homologous modeling, and produce clinical application of the homologous brain shape modeling.
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